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Speakers

Felicia is a Managing Director who works closely with many of the firm’s largest corporate, public, foundation, and endowment clients. Felicia joined Wilshire in 
2006. She has over 28 years of investment experience with defined contribution and defined benefit plans, as well as foundation assets.

Felicia Bennett, Managing Director

Nate is a Managing Director and heads Wilshire’s Multi-Asset Portfolio Management group. He has over 20 years of industry experience and is responsible for 
creating multi-asset class, multi-manager investment solutions for institutional and financial intermediary clients. He is the Chairman of Wilshire’s Retirement 
Oversight Committee and Vice Chairman of the Wilshire Investment Committee.

Nate Palmer, Managing Director

Daniel is a Senior Vice President with Wilshire. He advises institutional investors on how to protect and grow long-term capital by integrating ESG risks and 
opportunities in their investment decisions. He is the Chair of Wilshire’s ESG and Diversity Committee and a member of the firm’s Research Group.

Daniel Ingram, Senior Vice President

Julija is a Senior Vice President with Wilshire’s institutional client solutions team. She joined Wilshire in March 2022. Julija has over 10 years experience providing 
investment consulting services to large corporate retirement plans.

Julija Kod, Senior Vice President
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Agenda

• Regulatory and Legislative Environment

• Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) Considerations 

• Market Trends:
• Inflation Protection

• Retirement Income

• Dynamic Qualified Default Alternative (QDIA)

• Outsourced Chief Investment Officer (OCIO) 

• Q&A
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Regulatory and Legislative Environment
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Regulatory and Legislative Environment
Pending Legislation/Regulatory Guidance Key Takeaways

1

EARN Act (Enhancing American Retirement Now Act) • Bipartisan bill introduced by the Senate’s Finance Committee in June 2022
• This version, together with the RISE & SHINE Act, will form the basis of the Senate's SECURE 2.0 

package
• Summary is here

RISE & SHINE Act 
(Retirement Improvement and Savings Enhancement to 
Supplement Healthy Investments for the Nest Egg Act)

• Bipartisan bill introduced by the Senate’s HELP Committee in June 2022
• Summary is here

Securing a Strong Retirement Act of 2022, known as SECURE 2.0 • Passed by the House in March 2022
• Successor to the SECURE Act signed into law in 2019
• A Senate version of the bill is in the works
• Summary is here

2
Advancing Auto-Portability Act of 2022 • Bipartisan bill introduced in the Senate in June 2022 (here)

• Automatic transfer of accounts between employers when workers change jobs
• Aimed at addressing leakage from DC plans, especially for small account balances

3

DOL’s Prudence and Loyalty in Selecting Plan Investments and 
Exercising Shareholder Rights, known as the ESG Rule

• Proposal issued in October 2021. 60-day public comment period ended in December 2021. 
Final rule is pending.

• Comment by the Investment Consultants Sustainability Working Group – United States is here

DOL’s RFI on Climate-Related Financial Risks • RFI seeks public comment on actions the DOL should take to protect retirement savings from 
risks associated with climate change. 

• Issued in February 2022. 90-day public comment period ended in May 2022.
• Comment by the Investment Consultants Sustainability Working Group – United States is here

https://www.finance.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/EARN%20Act%20section%20by%20section%20summary.pdf
https://www.help.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/060722%20-%20RISE%20%20SHINE%20Act%20Section-by-Section.pdf
https://waysandmeans.house.gov/sites/democrats.waysandmeans.house.gov/files/documents/SECURE2.0_SxS_032822.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/117/bills/s4353/BILLS-117s4353is.pdf
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/86504081-3ecd-4ded-8a42-71033c5dc7fe/downloads/ICSWG-US%20DOL%20Response%2012-10-21.pdf?ver=1653576384196
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/86504081-3ecd-4ded-8a42-71033c5dc7fe/downloads/ICSWG-US%20DOL%20Climate%20RFI%20Response.pdf?ver=1653576384196
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SECURE 2.0: Key Provisions in both Senate and House Packages

Source: Groom Law Group

Contributions Distributions Administrative Other

• Student loan matching 
payments

• De minimis contribution 
incentives 

• Catch-up increase 
(from $6,500 to $10,000 
for ages 60-63 or 62-64; 
inflation indexed)

• Rothification of catch-ups 
(required for ages 50 
and older)

• Roth employer contributions

• Required minimum 
distribution (RMD) age 
increase from 72 to 75 
for 2032

• Reduced penalties for failure 
to take RMDs (from 50% to 
25%, and to 10% if corrected 
promptly)

• RMD changes for life annuities

• Qualifying Longevity 
Annuity Contract (QLAC) 
changes (premium limit 
increase from $135,000 to 
$200,000 [indexed]; removal 
of 25% cap) 

• Reduced period of service for 
long-term, part-time 
employees (from three years 
to two years of at least 500 
hours of service)

• Hardship withdrawal changes 
(self-certification)

• Cashout limit increase for 
involuntary distributions (from 
$5,000 to $7,000)

• Retirement Savings Lost 
and Found

• Blended fund benchmarks for 
designated investment 
alternatives, such as target 
date funds
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SECURE 2.0: Key Differences between Senate and House Packages

Source: Groom Law Group

Senate only:

• Automatic rollover contribution 
of a participant’s rollover IRA 
to a new employer plan unless 
the participant affirmatively 
elects otherwise

Three different approaches:

• House SECURE 2.0 Act: 
Mandatory auto-enrollment for 
new 401(k) and 403(b) plans

• RISE & SHINE Act: Mandatory 
automatic re-enrollment at least 
every three years

• EARN Act: New 401(k) plan 
safe harbor

Automatic Enrollment 
& Re-enrollment

Emergency 
Savings

Automatic Portability 
of Rollovers

Senate only:

• RISE & SHINE Act: “Side car” 
account (up to $2,500; after-tax 
contributions invested in the 
capital preservation option; 
penalty-free withdrawals) 

• EARN Act: Self-certified 
emergency distribution (up to 
$1,000 per year; penalty-free; 
repayment allowed within three 
years with no further withdrawal 
until repayment)
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SECURE 2.0: Access to Collective Investment 
Trusts (CITs) for 403(b) Plans CITs can deliver 

better outcomes:

Source: https://www.ctfcoalition.com/portalresource/CollectiveInvestmentTrustsWhitePaper.pdf

Potential for greater pricing flexibility

• Potentially lower investment costs

• Opportunities for menu enhancement 
via white-label/multi-manager/multi-
asset options

• Access to pooled stable value funds

Case study: University of California Retirement Savings Program

• Qualified Plans Only
• Declaration of Trust
• OCC or State Regulated
• Trustees Held to ERISA 

Fiduciary Standards
• Data Provided 

by Manager
• Institutional Pricing
• Pricing Flexibility

• Pooled Vehicle
• Daily Valued
• NSCC Traded
• Fact Sheets Available
• Audited Annually

• All Investors
• Prospectus
• SEC Registered and 

Regulated
• No ERISA Fiduciary Standards
• Data Publicly Available
• Institutional and Retail 

Pricing
• No Pricing Flexibility

Collective Investment 
Trust Funds

Mutual Funds

https://www.ctfcoalition.com/portalresource/CollectiveInvestmentTrustsWhitePaper.pdf
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ESG
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Careful research 
required on costs 
and performance

Growing future 
demand from 

Millennials and 
Women1

ESG Considerations 
• Where does ESG fit into a DC plan? 
• Is there sufficient demand at this stage to warrant sponsors’ time and effort? 
• Are ESG options cost and performance competitive?

1Source: Fidelity Workplace Investing Research, “Investing Trends Research,” October 2021. A total of 1,772 participants surveyed between Sept. 16, 2021, and Sept. 23, 2021, by independent research firm Ipsos.

Low adoption 
rates for current 

ESG options

Keep an eye on 
regulatory 

developments
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• No ESG

• ESG Funds in a Brokerage Window

• ESG Integration

• ESG Screens

• ESG Funds as Designated Investment Options

How ERISA Plans Might Use ESG
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Example ESG Implementation Model

Source: DCIIA

Full Integration

Addition of Themed Funds

Self Directed Brokerage Window

Participant Investment 
Decision Complexity

Plan Sponsor Investment 
Decision Complexity
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Adoption of ESG Strategies at the Plan Level and by Plan Type 

Source: Fidelity Investments, as of Dec. 31, 2020. Based on an analysis of aggregated plan data on the Fidelity recordkeeping platform. Categories above use Morningstar’s intentionality taxonomy: 1. ESG funds, or “sustainable investments overall,” 
which includes a range of ESG integration funds, thematic or impact funds, and environmental sector funds; and 2. Exclusionary funds, or “employs exclusions overall.” Some exclusionary funds also employ other ESG strategies but those were excluded 
from this analysis to avoid overlap.

Data as of 12/31/2020 Total DC Corporate Tax Exempt

Plan Adoption ESG Funds Exclusionary Funds ESG Funds Exclusionary Funds ESG Funds Exclusionary Funds

% of plan featuring 
ESG Funds/Exclusionary Funds 19.4% 5.0% 17.2% 4.9% 49.2% 5.5%

$B (%) of plan assets in 
ESG Funds/Exclusionary Funds $7.4B (0.3%) $1.8B (0.1%) $4.8B (0.2%) $1.4B (0.1%) $2.6B (0.5%) $0.4B (0.1%)

% of plan assets in 
ESG Funds/Exclusionary Funds 1.4% 1.3% 1.6% 1.3% 1.1% 1.2%

Data as of 12/31/2019 Total DC Corporate Tax Exempt

Plan Adoption ESG Funds Exclusionary Funds ESG Funds Exclusionary Funds ESG Funds Exclusionary Funds

% of plan featuring 
ESG Funds/Exclusionary Funds 16.0% 4.0% 14.0% 4.0% 46.0% 4.0%

$B (%) of plan assets in 
ESG Funds/Exclusionary Funds $3.9B (0.2%) $1.8B (0.1%) $2.5B (0.1%) $1.4B (0.1%) $1.5B (0.4%) $0.4B (0.1%)

% of plan assets in 
ESG Funds/Exclusionary Funds 1.0% 1.6% 1.1% 1.5% 0.8% 2.0%
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• Set expectations for 
managers regarding ESG 
standards and proxy voting

• Monitor and review 
adherence to ESG policy

• Provide participant reporting

Steps DC Plan Sponsors Can Take to Integrate ESG

• Education on ESG 
investment case

• Review DC landscape

• Review if and to what extent 
current managers consider 
ESG factors as part of 
investment process  

• Consider how to balance 
multi-generational / diverse 
participant needs

Discover Design Integrate

• Consider ESG investment 
beliefs / policy language 

• Link to IPS and manager 
guidelines

• Assess as part of manager 
selection process

• Review single balanced ESG 
option vs. integration across 
all managers / default option
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Market Trends
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• According to EBRI’s 2022 Retirement Confidence Survey1, saving for retirement AND retirement income strategies are 
among the top three goals for workers and retirees (healthcare is the third priority). 

• According to TIAA’s 2022 Retirement Insights Survey2, 45% of employers believe it is EQUALLY important to help 
employees with both asset accumulation and secure income through retirement.

Retirement Security is Top of Mind

1 The 2022 survey of 2,677 Americans was conducted by the Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI) and Greenwald Research online January 4 through January 26, 2022. The survey included 1,545 workers and 1,132 retirees.
2 The 2022 TIAA Retirement Insights Survey was conducted online from Dec. 21, 2021 to Jan. 7, 2022 surveying 1,008 retirement plan participants (aged 25 to 70, employed full time at a company with 50+ employees, who participate in a 401(k) or 
403(b) plan) and 500 benefit plan decision makers employed full time at a company with 50+ employees that offers a 401(k) or 403(b) plan.

Accumulation Trends

Enhance 
auto features

• Value of combining auto-enrollment 
with auto-increase

• Auto re-enrollment every three years
• Higher default deferral rates (6%+) and 

auto-escalation caps (15%+)

Prevent leakage
• Auto-portability
• Emergency savings
• Debt management

Inflation protection

Personalization/Dynamic QDIA

Retirement income solutions 

Decumulation Trends
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• For the one-year period ending June 2022, 
the Consumer Price Index is up 9.1%

• Most impact on near retirees and retirees

• Most target date funds offer some level of 
inflation protection (throughout the glidepath 
or for part of it)

• Consider a multi-asset inflation hedging 
option as part of the core investment menu 
for “do-it-myself” participants

Inflation Protection as Part of Core Investment Menu

Source:  Wellington Management Company
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The Marketplace of Retirement Income Solutions Continues Evolving

39.3%

7.0%

26.9%

10.2%
4.2%

35.4%

76.3%

7.2%

44.2%

9.1% 7.5%
15.2%

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

70.0%

80.0%

90.0%

Systematic Withdrawal Plan (SWP)
option

IN-PLAN insurance-based products
that guarantee income (i.e.,

annuities, GMIBs, GMWBs, etc.)

IN-PLAN managed account service
(i.e., Financial Engines Income+,

Morningstar w/ Income Secure, etc.)

IN-PLAN managed payout fund(s)
designed to generate steady cash

flow but lacks a guarantee

OUT-OF-PLAN annuity
purchase/bidding service (i.e., Hueler,

etc.)

NONE - do not offer any income-
oriented products

Overall <$5MM $5MM - $50MM >$50MM-$200MM >$200MM-$1B >$1B

Which of the following options does your plan offer to help participants with creating/managing retirement income?*

*Source: PLANSPONSOR Defined Contribution Survey,  2021; n = 2,401 DC plan sponsors; 153 are “mega” (>$1 billion)

Managed 
Payout Fund

Target Date Fund 
w/ Managed 

Payout

Managed 
Accounts

Target Date Fund 
w/ Embedded 

Guarantee

Standalone
in-plan annuities

Standalone 
out-of-plan 
annuities

Income 
Oriented Fund

Non-guaranteed Guaranteed
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Framework for Building a Retirement Tier

What’s the Best Fit for Your Plan Participants? 

Considerations

• Recordkeeper integration 
& participant experience

• Growth potential
• Liquidity
• Portability
• Longevity protection
• Stability of income
• Costs

Retirement Tier is a combination of products, solutions, tools, 
educational materials and other services that support participants 
who are 50 years of age and older

1. Define objectives

2. Review plan demographics including participant 
distribution history

3. Take inventory of what’s available through current 
service providers

4. Evaluate gaps and review new market offerings

No silver bullet: a single solution is unlikely to address all retiree needs
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Source:  PIMCO

What?
• A default option that starts a participant off in one 

investment, e.g., a target date fund (TDF), and automatically 
transitions (unless they opt out) into a second, more 
retirement-focused solution, e.g., managed accounts, 
managed payout fund, etc.

• Most common structure: a target date fund paired with 
managed accounts with age (typically 50) as the trigger

Why?
• Younger participants are more likely to use default 

investments, such as TDFs, and their needs are more 
homogenous

• Participants closer to retirement are more likely to engage 
with managed accounts and have a higher need for 
personalization due to the complexity of their financial 
circumstances and retirement planning in general

Dynamic/Hybrid Qualified Default Investment Alternative (QDIA)
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• Cost & value of managed accounts vs. target date funds

• Trigger(s) for transition (age, account balance, tenure, etc.) determined by plan sponsor

• Capabilities of the managed account provider (level of personalization; retirement 
planning services)

• Implementation strategy (all plan participants vs. defaulted participants) 

• Participant communication

Dynamic/Hybrid QDIA Considerations
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Demand for OCIO is on the Rise

*n = 2,401 DC plan sponsors; 153 are “mega” (>$1 billion)

**Source: PGIM, Part I, The Evolving Defined Contribution Landscape: The Expanding Role of OCIOs, 2020.

19.1%

10.7%

0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

Yes – our adviser is a 3(38)
fiduciary

Is your plan adviser a fiduciary to the plan?

PLANSPONSOR Defined Contribution Survey,  2021*

Overall <$5MM $5MM -
$50MM

>$50MM-
$200MM

>$200MM-
$1B

>$1B

Typical reasons for hiring an 
ERISA 3(38) Manager**

1. Desire for expertise in implementing 
institutional quality structures

2. Perceived mitigation of fiduciary risk

3. Insufficient investment sophistication

4. Limited investment committee time

5. Not enough resources on investment staff

6. To lower overall costs
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OCIO: Example of Potential Fee Savings for Participants
• In the figure to the left, we have 

provided analysis of the 
institutional fee schedules across 
fixed income, domestic and 
foreign equity.

• Institutional data reflects 
actively-managed strategies 
submitted to the Wilshire 
Compass institutional manager 
database. All passive and 
enhanced index strategies were 
removed. The overall blended 
fee was calculated based on a 
$100 million account size.

• Worth noting, all of Wilshire’s 
CITs are in the bottom decile of 
the peer group, gross of trustee 
fees (the table reflects fees net 
of admin. and trustee fees).

• The manager fee discount 
reflects the discounts provided 
by Wilshire’s subadvisors relative 
to their published fee schedules 
and is stated on a weighted 
average basis.

0.2%

0.4%

0.6%

0.8%

1.0%

Core
Plus

Div.
Credit

Large
Cap

SMID
Cap

Int'l
Large

Multi-Manager CITs vs Institutional Fee Schedules

90th 0.34% 0.59% 0.68% 0.88% 0.90%
75th 0.32% 0.53% 0.57% 0.80% 0.77%

Median 0.29% 0.50% 0.50% 0.74% 0.67%
25th 0.26% 0.45% 0.44% 0.63% 0.58%
10th 0.23% 0.41% 0.35% 0.50% 0.49%

Wilshire, net 0.24% 0.42% 0.30% 0.49% 0.49%
Manager 

Fee Discount 34% 40% 43% 28% 32%
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Q&A
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Question & Answer

Thank you for joining us! 
Please use the Q&A panel 
to submit questions.
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Appendix
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About Wilshire

Focus, Research, Experience, Dedication

Wilshire has provided investment consulting services since 1981.

Our insights are informed by our experience guiding a 
diverse base of sophisticated and complex asset owners

• Institutional advisory
• Intermediary advisory
• Private markets advisory
• Multi-asset class analytics
• Index solutions

Servicing plans since 

1981

$1.3 Trillion 
in assets under advisement*

$93 Billion 
in assets under management*

25 years 
average industry experience 

65+ 
Investment professionals 

Member of  

DCIIA  
and other industry networks

Wilshire’s retirement 
business at a glance

*As of 3/31/2022. Assets under advisement 
includes assets under management.
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This material contains confidential and proprietary information of Wilshire, and is intended for the exclusive use of the person to
whom it is provided. It may not be disclosed, reproduced or redistributed, in whole or in part, to any other person or entity without
prior written permission from Wilshire. Third party information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be
reliable. Wilshire gives no representations or warranties as to the accuracy of such information, and accepts no responsibility or
liability (including for indirect, consequential or incidental damages) for any error, omission or inaccuracy in such information and
for results obtained from its use. Information and opinions are as of the date indicated, and are subject to change without notice.

This material is intended for informational purposes only and should not be construed as legal, accounting, tax, investment, or
other professional advice.

This report may include estimates, projections and other "forward-looking statements." Forward-looking statements represent
Wilshire's current beliefs and opinions in respect of potential future events. These statements are not guarantees of future
performance and undue reliance should not be placed on them. Such forward-looking statements necessarily involve known and
unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual events, performance and financial results to differ materially from any
projections. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made and are subject to change without
notice. Wilshire undertakes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements.

Wilshire is a global financial services firm providing diverse services to various types of investors and intermediaries. Wilshire’s
products, services, investment approach and advice may differ between clients and all of Wilshire’s products and services may not
be available to all clients. For more information regarding Wilshire’s services, please see Wilshire’s ADV Part 2 available at
www.wilshire.com/ADV.

Clients listed above utilize one or more services offered by Wilshire and allow Wilshire to disclose the existence of the relationship.
Inclusion of a client on the list does not indicate an endorsement of Wilshire or the services provided.

Wilshire Advisors LLC is an investment adviser registered with the SEC. Wilshire® is a registered service mark. All other trade
names, trademarks, and/or service marks are the property of their respective holders.

Copyright © 2022 Wilshire. All rights reserved.

15340479 E0922

Important Information

http://www.wilshire.com/ADV
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